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Anion Currents and Predicted Glutamate Flux through a Neuronal
Glutamate Transporter
Thomas S. Otis and Craig E. Jahr
Vollum Institute, Oregon Health Sciences University, Portland, Oregon 97201

Kinetic properties of a native, neuronal glutamate transporter were
studied by using rapid applications of glutamate to outside-out
patches excised from Purkinje neurons. Pulses of glutamate activated anion currents associated with the transporter that were
weakly antagonized by the transporter antagonist kainate. In addition, kainate blocked a resting anion conductance observed in
the absence of glutamate. Transporter currents in response to
glutamate concentration jumps under a variety of conditions were
used to construct a cyclic kinetic model of the transporter. The
model simulates both the anion conductance and the glutamate
flux through the transporter, thereby permitting several predictions
regarding the dynamics of glutamate transport at the synapse. For
example, the concentration-dependent binding rate of glutamate

to the transporter is high, similar to binding rates suggested for
ligand-gated glutamate receptors. At saturating glutamate concentrations, transporters cycle at a steady-state rate of 13/sec.
Transporters are predicted to have a high efficiency; once bound,
a glutamate molecule is more likely to be transported than to
unbind. Physiological concentrations of internal sodium and glutamate significantly slow net transport. Finally, a fixed proportion
of anion and glutamate flux is expected over a wide range of
circumstances, providing theoretical support for using net charge
flux to estimate the amount and time course of glutamate
transport.
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Removal of neurotransmitter by glutamate transporters is required for the normal f unction of central excitatory synapses.
Transgenic mice lacking a widely expressed glial glutamate transporter have a seizure disorder, enhanced susceptibility to brain
injury, and a shortened lifespan (Tanaka et al., 1997b). Impairment of glutamate transport also may play a role in the neurodegenerative disease amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Lin et al., 1998).
Improved understanding of glutamate transporters could provide insight into their f unction during normal and pathophysiological excitation. For instance, how rapidly does glutamate bind
to transporters? Given binding, what is the probability that a
glutamate molecule will be transported? On what time scale does
translocation occur? How long is a complete cycle of transport?
Answers to these questions would permit better predictions of the
spatial and temporal extent of glutamate excitation and the roles
of transporters in sculpting excitatory signals.
Glutamate transport is driven by stoichiometric coupling to
cotransport of sodium (Stallcup et al., 1979), countertransport of
potassium (Kanner and Sharon, 1978), and the movement of a
pH-changing ion (Bouvier et al., 1992; Z erangue and Kavanaugh,
1996). Proposed stoichiometries predict that each transport cycle
results in the translocation of one or two positive charges with
each glutamate molecule. However, anion conductances (GTAs)
also are associated with the activation of recombinant (Fairman

et al., 1995; Wadiche et al., 1995a) and native (Billups et al., 1996;
Eliasof and Jahr, 1996; Takahashi et al., 1996; Otis et al., 1997)
transporters. Furthermore, anion flux is not linked stoichiometrically to glutamate transport. The transport rate does not depend
on anion concentrations, and transport occurs in the absence of
permeant anions (Fairman et al., 1995; Wadiche et al., 1995a).
Under conditions in which no net transport is expected, GTA is
still observed (Billups et al., 1996). These data support the proposal that anions pass through glutamate transporters down their
electrochemical gradient as if anions were passing through a
glutamate-gated channel.
Two of the five characterized glutamate transporters, excitatory amino acid carrier 1 (EAAC1) (Kanai and Hediger, 1992)
and excitatory amino acid transporter 4 (EAAT4), have been
reported to be expressed in Purkinje neurons (Kanai et al., 1995;
Furuta et al., 1997; Dehnes et al., 1998) (but see Tanaka et al.,
1997a). GTA can be detected upon activation of climbing fiber
synaptic inputs and elicited in membrane patches by glutamate
application (Otis et al., 1997). The fraction of synaptic transporter
current attributable to EAAT3 versus EAAT4 is unknown. However, patch currents and synaptic responses are observed only
when internal NO3 2 or SCN 2 is present, indicating that the
Purkinje neuron transporter current is predominated by GTA.
Because EAAT4 has a much larger fractional GTA than does
EAAC1 (Fairman et al., 1995; Wadiche et al., 1995a), we suggest
that the responses in this study are attributable primarily to
EAAT4.
A major aim of this study is to use measurements of GTA to
develop a kinetic model linking the gating of GTA to the binding
and translocation of substrate and coupled ions. This model can
be used to interpret synaptic transporter currents and predict the
amount and time course of glutamate uptake during synaptic
transmission.
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Table 1. Kinetic parameters of glutamate transporter anion currents with different intracellular solutions
Pipette contents
(in mM):

140 K SC N,
0 glutamate

130 K SC N,
10 K-glutamate

135 K SC N,
5 NaSC N,
5 Na-glutamate

130 NaSCN,
10 Na-glutamate

Brief pulse, t (msec)

8.6 6 0.5 (21)
9.6
9.4 6 0.5 (28)
11.9
13.5 6 2 (29)
11.3

12.8 6 3 (3)
9.6
13.2 6 1.4 (5)*
12.1
11 6 3 (5)
9.5

22 6 5.3 (4)*
19.6
11 6 0.6 (4)
9.2
31 6 5 (4)*
35

54 6 12 (2)*
47.8
12 6 1.9 (6)
5.1
78 6 4 (10)*
71.5

L ong pulse, t (msec)
Iss/IPEAK (%)

The decay of responses to brief pulses was best described by two exponential components in the 135 KSC N, 5 Na-SC N, 5
Na-glutamate and in the 130 Na-SCN, 10 Na-glutamate conditions. The time constants reported are of the form t 5 A1 3
t1 1 A2 3 t2, where A1 and A2 are the fractions of the decay contributed by each time constant. Bold values are from identical
analysis of simulations generated by the model in Figure 6. An asterisk denotes a significant difference at a level of p , 0.05
from the 140 KSCN, 0 glutamate condition.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Brain slice preparation. Outside-out patches were removed from Purkinje
neurons in standard 300-mM-thick parasagittal slices of rat cerebellum.
Techniques for making brain slices were similar to those described
previously (Otis et al., 1997). Slices were prepared by removing the brain
from a 13- to 18-d-old rat, immersing it in ice-cold saline (4°C), sectioning a block of the cerebellum to be mounted on an agar support, and
using a vibratome to slice the tissue. Slices were stored for 30 min at 34°C
after being sliced and thereafter were allowed to reach room temperature. Slice storage solution and the solution bathing the slice during
whole-cell seal formation consisted of (in mM): 119 NaC l, 2.5 KC l, 2.5
C aC l2 , 1.3 MgC l2 , 1 NaH2PO4 , 26.2 NaHC O3 , and 11 glucose, saturated
with 95% O2 /5% C O2.
Outside-out patch recordings. Purkinje cells were visualized with an
upright microscope with a 403 water immersion objective and equipped
with infrared differential interference contrast enhancement. All recordings were made at 21–23°C. Pipettes were pulled either from leaded glass
(number 0010, World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL) or borosilicate glass (World Precision Instruments), and because no differences
were noted in any response properties, the data have been pooled. For
each experiment one of four different pipette solutions was used, containing (in mM) (1) 140 K SC N; (2) 130 K SC N, 10 glutamate, K 1-salt; (3)
135 K SC N, 5 NaSC N, 5 glutamate, Na 1-salt; or (4) 130 NaSC N, 10
glutamate, Na 1-salt. All solutions also contained (in mM): 10 H EPES, 10
EGTA, and 1 MgC l2 and were adjusted to pH 7.3 with either KOH or
NaOH as appropriate. Patches were excised from the cell body and initial
segment of the proximal dendrite and positioned in front of one barrel of
a two-barreled application pipette. The application pipette was shaped
from u glass tubing by heating and pulling the tubing such that each
barrel had an internal diameter of ;80 mm. The application pipette was
attached to a piezoelectric bimorph, allowing for rapid translation of the
tip over distances of 40 – 80 mm. A short segment of tubing (PE-10) was
fed into the back of each barrel of the application pipette and was
connected to a four-way manifold. When a patch was in position, three of
the gravity-fed inputs to this manifold were clipped off, and a fourth was
left open so that solutions continuously flowed from the tip of the
application pipette at all times while a patch was present. To switch
solutions, we first positioned the patch in front of a flowing barrel, and we
switched the input line to the other barrel by clipping and unclipping
lines. Using this approach, we typically achieved steady concentrations in
2–3 min. In the dose versus peak response experiments of Figure 4, a 2
mM dose was delivered to each patch, other doses were tested, and then
the 2 mM dose was presented again. Data were included in the analysis
only if the response recovered to within 6 10% of the peak amplitude
measured during the first application. At the end of each experiment the
recording pipette tip was cleared with positive pressure, and a solution of
reduced ionic strength (diluted 50%) was allowed to flow through the
glutamate-containing barrel. In this way the same jumps of the application pipette as were elicited during the experiment could be delivered,
and the change in holding current could be recorded. These “open-tip”
currents are displayed above each set of experimental traces and represent the time course of solution exchange across the tip of the pipette. In
practice the actual solution exchange at the patch surface may be somewhat slower. For the majority of experiments the solutions perf using the
patches contained (in mM): 140 NaC l, 1.8 C aC l2 , 1 MgC l2 , 5 H EPES,

0.1 picrotoxin, 0.0125 N BQX, and 0.025 GYK I 52466, adjusted to pH 7.4
with NaOH. A few of the initial experiments contained 5.4 mM KC l
substituted for some NaC l, and the results were not significantly different,
so the data have been pooled. Currents were recorded with an Axopatch
1C amplifier (Axon Instruments, Foster C ity, CA), filtered at 1–2 kHz,
and digitized at 10 kHz. All salts, glutamate, D-aspartate, and picrotoxin
were purchased from Sigma (St. L ouis, MO). N BQX and GYK I 52466
were purchased from Research Biochemicals (Natick, M A).
Data anal ysis. Data analysis, including exponential fitting and fitting of
the Hill equation to dose –response relationships was performed in Origin 4.0 (MicroC al, Northampton, M A). For some traces an average trace
taken with the patch moved out of the flow was subtracted to remove
artifacts attributable to the voltage pulse applied to the bimorph. Alternatively, decaying single exponentials fit to such records were subtracted.
Time 0 for exponential fits was fixed at the time of the pulse onset, and
the fits were forced to the appropriate steady-state current level (amplitude measured at the end of the 100 msec pulse for long-pulse data in
Table 1; zero for the short pulses). Error bars represent 6 1 SEM.
Student’s t test was used to determine confidence intervals.
Simulations. Simulations were performed by using the Simulation
Control Program (Simulation Resources, Berrien Springs, M I). The
model was optimized by varying the rates until a given set of rates
described the major features of the data. T ypically, the evaluation of a
given version of the model involved comparing simulations to idealized
data traces with average kinetic properties. The model was optimized by
comparing it with features of the experimental data in the following
order: (1) the kinetics of responses to brief and long pulses with no
internal Na 1 or glutamate, (2) the internal sodium and glutamate dependence of these responses, (3) the recovery time course elicited with
pairs of pulses, and (4) the dose dependence of the peak and rise times.
When the rates providing an acceptable fit to these parameters were
determined, a small adjustment was made to the rates so that the model
would conform to the thermodynamic equation relating the ion and
glutamate gradients to the membrane potential. With all ion gradients set
to one, zero flux should occur in a glutamate gradient determined by the
simplified equation relating membrane potential, C, to the glutamate
Nernst potential:

C 5 2~ RT/ 2F ! ln ~@ Glui# / @ Glu0#! ,

(1)

where R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, and F is Faraday’s
constant. Given that the C for the model was approximately 285 mV
(mean holding potential 5 283 6 1.6 mV; n 5 67 patches) for these
experiments, the glutamate gradient at equilibrium should be 853-fold.
With all Na 1 and K 1 concentrations set to 80 mM and pHi 5 pHo 5 7.3,
rates in the model were adjusted such that zero net flux occurred with
[Glui]/[Gluo] 5 853.

RESULTS
Anion currents associated with native (Bergles and Jahr, 1997;
Otis et al., 1997) and recombinant (Wadiche and Kavanaugh,
1998) glutamate transporters can be recorded in outside-out
membrane patches in response to glutamate transporter substrates. By rapidly applying substrates to patches, we can achieve
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Figure 1. Intracellular ion and L-glu concentrations affect the kinetics of transporter currents. Each panel shows superimposed responses to brief (,3
msec) and long (100 msec) pulses of 2 mM L-glu to an outside-out patch with the indicated intracellular monovalent cation and L-glu concentrations. In
addition, B–D show the responses (dotted traces) to the brief pulses of L-glu in the continuous presence of 300 mM D-aspartate, a selective substrate for
the glutamate transporter. D-Aspartate caused a steady-state inward current, and the baselines of these traces have been adjusted by adding 16.6, 8.1, and
20.3 pA for B, C, and D, respectively. The top sets of traces in each panel are open-tip currents and represent the time course of L-glu application. Holding
potential (Vh ) is 269, 285, 278, or 288 mV for A–D, respectively. Each trace is the average of 4 –12 responses.

precise temporal control of the concentrations of substrates and
ions involved in transport. In addition, different ion and substrate
concentrations can be imposed on the cytoplasmic side of the
transporter. In all of the experiments in the present study, transporter currents were isolated from ligand-gated receptor currents
by continuously exposing the patches to a cocktail of receptor
antagonists, including glutamate receptor antagonists NBQX
(12.5 mM) and GYK I 52466 (50 mM) and the GABAA receptor
antagonist picrotoxin (100 mM). Consistent with previous reports
for Purkinje neurons (Haüsser and Roth, 1997), initial experiments performed with 50 mM D-APV gave no indication that
NMDA receptors were present; thereafter, APV was not
included.

The kinetics of transporter anion currents are sensitive
to internal cation concentrations
Studies by Barbour et al. (1991) of the glutamate transporter in
Müller glial cells suggested that internal glutamate (L-glu) inhibits
the transporter current but only if internal Na 1 is also present.
We first tested whether the GTA of the Purkinje neuron transporter showed a similar dependence on internal Na 1 and L-glu
and, if so, how these internal species affected the kinetics of anion
currents. Figure 1 illustrates responses to brief-duration (,3
msec) and long-duration (100 msec) pulses of millimolar concentrations of L-glu, with internal solutions containing differing
amounts of L-glu and Na 1 as indicated. The time course of

solution exchange in this and all subsequent figures is illustrated
by the top set of traces in each panel, which represent the open-tip
currents recorded as described in Materials and Methods. As
expected for glutamate transporter currents, responses to brief
pulses of L-glu were abolished by application of the glutamate
transporter agonist D-aspartate (300 mM; dotted traces in Fig.
1 B–D), which caused an inward current shift (baselines of displayed traces have been adjusted, as indicated in the legend).
Transporter anion currents were seen despite the inclusion of
millimolar concentrations of L-glu in the pipette (Fig. 1 B), and
the addition of 10 mM L-glu to the K 1-containing internal solution had no effect on the kinetics of the responses nor on the size
of steady-state currents relative to the peak currents elicited by
100 msec pulses (Fig. 1 A,B, Table 1). By contrast, adding millimolar concentrations of Na 1 and L-glu to the pipette solution
significantly increased the relative size of the steady-state current
and slowed the decay in response to brief pulses by introducing a
slow exponential component (Fig. 1C, Table 1). Under conditions
in which no K 1 is present and high concentrations of Na 1 and
L-glu exist inside and outside, transporters are expected to operate as homoexchangers, i.e., with no net flux of L-glu or Na 1
(Kanner and Sharon, 1978; Kanner and Bendahan, 1982; Kavanaugh et al., 1997). As shown in Figure 1 D and Table 1, such
conditions caused the anion currents to slow still further and the
relative size of the steady-state currents to grow larger. Compar-
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Figure 2. Transporter current can be detected in the absence of L-glu. A, Responses elicited by 10 msec, 2 mM pulses of L-glu at different membrane
potentials between 2120 and 0 mV. At hyperpolarized potentials the current decays past the initial baseline and transiently appears outward (at
approximately the time marked by the E). This phase is termed the “overshoot current.” B, The mean inward (F) and outward (E) peak amplitudes of
responses in four similar experiments were measured and are plotted as a f unction of membrane potential. All measurements were normalized in each
patch to the peak inward current at 2100 mV. C, The transporter antagonist kainate inhibits inward current in the absence of L-glu and weakly inhibits
the response to 2 mM L-glu. From the same patch, responses to 100-msec-duration jumps into 10 mM kainate, 2 mM L-glu, or 2 mM L-glu in the continuous
presence of 10 mM kainate are superimposed. Vh 5 295 mV. The scale bar is as in A, but with a 50 msec time base. D, The peak amplitude of the inward
current (F) in response to 2 mM L-glu and the average amplitude of the steady-state current (at E) in response to 10 mM kainate were measured in six
patches. The kainate-elicited current was measured at different membrane potentials, and for each patch all values were normalized to the peak inward
current at 2100 mV. The I–V curve for the inward current in B has been superimposed ( gray circles) for comparison over the entire range of membrane
potentials. The current versus voltage relationships in B and D are consistent with the outward current resulting from a block of an inward current with
the same ionic basis as that elicited by L-glu.

ing the data from experiments like those in Figure 1, B and C,
suggests that, after translocation to the inside, at least one Na 1
must unbind before L-glu dissociates. In addition, the data imply
that Purkinje neuron transporters conduct anions despite having
no net movement of L-glu or coupled charges (Billups et al.,
1996). Finally, these results provide f urther evidence that the
anion currents arise from the transporter, because changes in the
internal [Na 1] and [L-glu] should alter transport, but not
receptor-mediated events.

An anion leak current is present in the absence
of glutamate
Transporters for several different neurotransmitters exhibit constitutive leak conductances in the absence of substrates (Cammack et al., 1994; Mager et al., 1994; Galli et al., 1995; Vandenberg et al., 1995; Bergles and Jahr, 1997; Sonders et al., 1997). For
the Purkinje neuron transporter, evidence for an anion leak
conductance in the absence of L-glu is shown in Figures 2 and 3.
The decay of the inward current in response to brief exposure to
2 mM L-glu (2–10 msec) showed an overshoot that was especially

prominent at hyperpolarized potentials. Relative to the baseline
before the L-glu pulse, this outward phase of the current was
apparent between 20 and 100 msec after the initial inward peak
current (Fig. 2 A, open circle). The ionic dependence of the inward
( filled circle) and outward (open circle) phases of such responses
was examined by making 2 mM L-glu jumps of 10 msec duration at
different membrane potentials between 2130 and 0 mV. Results
from a single patch are shown in Figure 2 A and average data for
six patches in Figure 2 B. As expected for an internal solution
containing SCN 2, an anion with high permeability through the
glutamate transporter (Eliasof and Jahr, 1996; Otis et al., 1997),
the current–voltage ( I–V) relationship for the initial peak was
inward at all membrane potentials and had an extrapolated reversal potential greater than 130 mV. The peak of the overshoot
measured after the end of the L-glu pulse was outward at all
potentials and showed an I–V relationship with a similar, although
slightly more rectifying, shape (Fig. 2 B). These I–V relationships
are consistent with the idea that the two phases have the same
ionic basis and that the later outward phase results from a
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Figure 3. Kainate blocks the overshoot
current. A, Responses to a 10 msec pulse
of 2 mM L-glu in the continuous presence
(bold trace) or absence (dotted trace) of 10
mM kainate. Note that the baseline of the
trace in the continuous presence of kainate has shifted outward and that the
overshoot current has been blocked. B, A
100-msec-duration jump into 10 mM kainate elicits an outward current in the
same patch. Vh 5 2126 mV.

transient reduction in a tonic conductance. The reduction in tonic
conductance is elicited only on rapid L-glu binding, and the model
presented later suggests that this may be caused by synchronous
activation and movement of transporters through conducting
states to a series of nonconducting states in a cycle.
Kainate and dihydrokainate, conformationally restricted analogs of L-glu, competitively bind to the GLT-1 glutamate transporter but, unlike most competitive ligands, are not transported
(Arriza et al., 1994; Vandenberg et al., 1995; Wadiche et al.,
1995b). As expected if EAAT4 or EAAC1 transporters were
present in the patches, high concentrations of kainate only weakly
antagonized responses to 2 mM L-glu (Arriza et al., 1994; Fairman
et al., 1995). In 10 patches the mean percentage of the peak
inward current elicited by 2 mM L-glu in the continuous presence
of 10 mM kainate to that in the absence of kainate was 104 6 6%
(Fig. 2C). However, in outside-out patches that exhibited large
inward currents in response to L-glu (peak . 10 pA), jumps into
10 mM concentrations of kainate (n 5 14) or dihydrokainate (n 5
2) elicited outward currents (Figs. 2C, 3B). The mean I–V relationship for these kainate-elicited outward currents (Fig. 2 D) was
similar in shape to the I–V relationship for the overshoot shown in
Figure 2 B, although at all potentials the kainate-sensitive current
was relatively larger than the overshoot. In four patches the
outward current in kainate was 18 6 6% of the peak inward
current elicited by L-glu at 290 mV. These observations suggest,
first, that the transporters mediate a tonic anion current in the
absence of substrate (Bergles and Jahr, 1997); second, that this
current is transiently inhibited after brief exposure to L-glu; and,
third, that the same current can be blocked by the nontransported
antagonist kainate.
If the overshoot current and the kainate-sensitive current are
both the result of blocking a tonic leak conductance, then kainate
should block the overshoot. Figure 3A shows this to be the case;
a 10 msec pulse of 2 mM L-glu activated a fast inward current,
followed by a large overshoot current, and the overshoot was
abolished in 10 mM kainate. Figure 3B illustrates the response in
the same patch to a 100-msec-duration jump into 10 mM kainate.
The result in Figure 3A was observed in five patches with a
prominent, late outward phase after the L-glu jump. These experiments support the proposal that a substrate-independent anion leak exists and that the leak can be inhibited by substrate or
antagonist binding.

Glutamate dose dependence of the
transporter currents
To estimate how rapidly L-glu binds to the transporter, we delivered jumps into different concentrations of L-glu to individual

patches. This was accomplished by using a manifold input to the
two-barrel application pipette (see Materials and Methods) so
that each patch could be exposed to up to four different concentrations. Figure 4 A shows data from a typical patch. Responses to
50-msec-duration jumps into the indicated concentrations have
been superimposed, clearly showing that the rise time and the
peak amplitude vary with different concentrations of L-glu. Average data from several patches are shown in Figure 4, B and C.
Each patch included in the analysis was exposed to 2 mM L-glu
and at least two additional concentrations; the symbols represent
measurements from 3 to 16 patches. The superimposed lines were
obtained from simulations performed with the model presented
later in Results. Fits of the Hill equation to the dose versus
normalized peak current relationship in Figure 4 B yielded a KD
of 30 mM and a Hill coefficient of 1.

Time course of recovery from depression
As indicated by the experiments summarized in Table 1, the
transporter current depresses during sustained applications of
L-glu to a level ;10 –15% of the peak current amplitude. One
simple interpretation of these data and the rapid activation of the
conductance at high doses (Fig. 4) is that the binding of glutamate
activates an anion-conducting state with little delay but that this
state is visited less frequently because it is inaccessible at later
times during a complete cycle of transport. If this hypothesis is
correct, the rate of recovery of the anion current from this
depression may reflect the cycling rate of the transporters. The
recovery rate can be measured by delivering pairs of pulses of
L-glu separated by varying intervals. Data from such an experiment are displayed in Figure 5A; mean data for six patches are
displayed in Figure 5B. The line shows the results from simulated
responses from the model presented below. The recovery can be
well described by a single exponential of 60 msec starting after the
10 msec interval, and, following the reasoning given above, this
would correspond to a maximal cycling rate of ;14 Hz.

A kinetic model of the Purkinje cell
glutamate transporter
The data presented above were used to develop a kinetic model of
the Purkinje neuron transporter. Previously published models
provided a starting point (Kanner and Bendahan, 1982; Wadiche
et al., 1995a; Billups et al., 1996). In addition, the stoichiometry
proposed for the neuronal glutamate transporter EAAT3
(EAAC1) of three Na 1 ions and one proton cotransported and
one K 1 ion countertransported per L-glu molecule (Zerangue
and Kavanaugh, 1997) was incorporated into the model. As
illustrated in Figure 6, explicit binding of all stoichiometrically
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Figure 4. Dose dependencies of the rise time and peak current. A,
Responses from the same patch to 50 msec steps of 10000, 2000, 100, and
10 mM L-glu. Vh 5 280 mV. B, Normalized peak amplitude versus [L-glu].
Each F indicates the mean peak amplitude (normalized to the peak in
response to the 2 mM dose) from between 3 and 11 patches. The line
represents identical measurements from the simulation presented in Results. C, The 20 – 80% rise times versus [L-glu]. Patch data are represented
by the F (n 5 5 to 16 patches); the line was obtained from an analysis of
the simulation.

coupled ions required a cycle of 14 connected states, seven states
with binding sites facing the extracellular space (subscript o) and
seven states facing the intracellular space (subscript i). To introduce the details of the model, we found it usef ul to consider a
cycle of transport. We begin with the transporter facing the
extracellular space with no ions or substrate that are bound,
corresponding to state To. The transporter binds three Na 1 ions
in succession, pushing through states N To , N 2To , and into N 3To.
At this point an L-glu molecule can bind (GN 3To ), followed by a
proton (HGN 3To ); with all cotransported species bound, the
transporter is able to translocate such that the binding sites now
face the intracellular space (HGN 3Ti ). Into the intracellular
space a Na 1 ion dissociates first (HGN 2Ti ) and then L-glu
(HN 2Ti ), followed by the proton (N 2Ti ). Next, two Na 1 ions
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unbind in succession, causing passage through NTi to Ti. Finally,
by binding a K 1 ion (KTi ), the transporter can return to face the
extracellular space (KTo ) at which point the K 1 ion can
dissociate.
Anion conductance is included in the model by the addition of
the two states N 3To* and HGN 3To*. The state N 3To* is used to
simulate conductance in the absence of agonist (see Figs. 2, 3). It
is connected to the extracellular state bound by three Na 1 ions,
but no L-glu molecule (N 3To ). The conductance activated by
3
L-glu is provided by HGN To*, connected to the first state in
which the transporter has bound L-glu and all cotransported ions
(HGN 3To ). Simulations of the GTA thus represent the sum,
termed Po , of the occupancy probabilities of both conducting
states.
The rate constants shown in Table 2 were determined by
starting with microscopic affinities near published KD values for
the various coupled ions and then varying rates to obtain acceptable fits (see Materials and Methods). Several features of the data
constrained key rates in the model. The L-glu binding rate on the
outside and the opening rate for the bound open state were set by
the dose dependencies of the rise times and peak current (see Fig.
4), whereas the rate of L-glu unbinding on the outside was controlled by the rate of decay of the current after an L-glu pulse
under exchange conditions (i.e., high internal [Na 1]; see Fig. 1 D).
The equilibrium constant describing the transition from outwardto inward-facing binding sites (K7 ) was influenced strongly by the
steady-state-to-peak current ratios in L-glu. On the basis of the
sensitivity of the kinetics to internal [Na 1], it was determined
that a sodium ion dissociates before L-glu on the inside. The
recovery rate (see Fig. 5) dictated the rate-limiting step in the
cycle, the rate of unbinding of glutamate on the inside (transition
HGN 2Ti to HN 2Ti ). This step in the cycle was chosen for the
rate-limiting transition because the transporter turnover rate is
known to be agonist-dependent (Fairman et al., 1995). In support
of this idea, the rate of recovery measured as in Figure 5 but with
pairs of D-aspartate pulses was slower than that for L-glu (T.S.O.,
unpublished observations). Equilibrium constants for ion binding
on the outside (K1 , K2 , and K4 ) were chosen to reflect the
published dose–response relationships for various ions (Barbour
et al., 1991; Szatkowski et al., 1990; Fairman et al., 1995; Billups
et al., 1996; Zerangue and Kavanaugh, 1996). Finally, two different binding affinities for external sodium ions were chosen to shift
larger fractions of transporters toward the state to which L-glu
binds (N 3To ) while maintaining a suitably low affinity for Na 1
(Barbour et al., 1991). At steady state with no L-glu present the
occupancies of the states NTo , N 2To , and N 3To were 0.083, 0.58,
and 0.271, respectively. The high occupancy of N 3To also allowed
a single unbound open state by itself to generate enough conductance in the absence of agonist (see Figs. 2, 3).
Simulations from the model matched many aspects of the
experimental data. The time course of responses and the relative
size of the steady-state current obtained with different internal
ion and L-glu concentrations were well described, as shown in
Figure 7 and in Table 1. The concentration dependencies of the
peak current and 20 – 80% rise time were predicted accurately
(Figs. 4 B,C, lines; 8 A), as was the rate of recovery of the current
measured with pairs of L-glu pulses (Figs. 5B, line; 8 B). To make
comparisons with published experimental data, we obtained KD
values and Hill coefficients for fits to simulations of the steadystate current or of L-glu flux versus the concentrations of Na 1,
H 1, K 1, or L-glu (Table 3). These were in general agreement
with published values from measurements made under similar
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Figure 5. Recovery from depression of the transporter current. A, Responses to pairs of 10 msec steps into 2 mM L-glu separated by varying intervals
of 10, 25, 50, 100, 150, and 200 msec. Vh 5 274 mV. B, Depression of the peak amplitude of the second response, P2 , relative to the peak of the first,
P1 , versus the interval. Mean data from six patches are represented by the F; the line indicates the results from an analysis of the simulation.

Figure 6. A kinetic model for the Purkinje neuron transporter. The subscripts o and i indicate whether the binding sites for L-glu or ions are facing the
extracellular or intracellular spaces, respectively. The prefixes K, N, H, and G represent bound ions K 1, Na 1, H 1, and L-glu, whereas the superscript
indicates the number of Na 1 ions that are bound. The asterisk denotes the two open-channel states. Equilibrium constants K1–K11 are indicated for the
appropriate reactions; values for the constants are listed in Table 2.

conditions: L-glu (K 5 2.5 mM; n 5 1) (Fairman et al., 1995),
sodium (K 5 22.5 mM; n 5 3) (Barbour et al., 1991), protons (K 5
26 – 43 nM; n 5 1) (Billups et al., 1996; Z erangue and Kavanaugh,
1996), or potassium (K 5 19 mM; n 5 1) (Szatkowski et al., 1990).
The model also was able to reproduce the antagonism of the
overshoot current as well as the lack of antagonism of the peak
current (Fig. 8C). This was accomplished by the addition of a
kainate-bound state (not shown in Fig. 6) in fast equilibrium with
the state to which L-glu binds, N 3To. The microscopic affinity
assigned to kainate binding was low (1 mM), in line with estimates
for EAAT1, EAAT3, and EAAT4 (Arriza et al., 1994). Under
control ionic conditions (140 mM [Na 1]o ), simulations predicted
Po values of 0.062 in the absence of L-glu, 0.527 at the peak of the
L-glu response, and 0.114 at steady state in L-glu. In the same ionic
conditions but with 10 mM kainate present, these values shifted to
0.017, 0.504, and 0.114, respectively. Thus, after subtracting the
baseline Po , the peak of the simulated response in 10 mM kainate
was 105% of the similarly determined peak in control. The small

Table 2. Parameters for kinetic scheme in Figure 6
Equilibrium constant 5
1

1

K1 (Na out 1, 2, K out 1)
K2 (Na1 out 3)
K3 (Glu out)
K4 (H1 out)
K5 (unbound open)
K6 (bound open)
K7
K8 (Glu in)
K9 (H1 in)
K10 (K1 in)
K11

Backward
rate (/sec) 4
5

20 3 10
100 3 105
180
1500
7000
2500
200
16.5
10 3 104
5 3 105
238

Forward
rate (/sec)
8

10 /M
108/M
1.8 3 107/M
1011/M
1600
5000
230
105/M
1011/M
108/M
2000

5 KD
20 mM
100 mM
10 mM
15 nM
4.375
0.5
0.87
165 mM
100 nM
5 mM
0.119
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Figure 7. Simulations of the effects of intracellular ion and L-glu concentrations on the kinetics of transporter currents. Each panel represents simulated
GTAs in response to brief (,3 msec) and long (100 msec) pulses of 2 mM L-glu, with varying internal L-glu and ion concentrations as indicated. The
conditions match those for the experiments shown in Figure 1. The top set of traces in each panel indicates the time course of L-glu application. Po denotes
the sum of the occupancy probabilities of the two open states. The baseline (dashed line) in this and all subsequent figures simulating Po is at Po 5 0.062
because of the conductance in the absence of agonist.

potentiation of the response caused by kainate in the model is
attributable to the fact that kainate antagonizes the steady-state
baseline current more effectively than it does the peak.

The model predicts glutamate flux in addition to the
anion conductance
One aim of this study was to understand at a quantitative level the
relationship between the GTA and the stoichiometrically coupled
transport steps. Unfortunately, the coupled cationic charge movements corresponding to L-glu flux are too small to resolve in these
studies; therefore, the kinetics of GTA and this component cannot
be compared directly, although the hippocampal astrocyte transporter seems to exhibit a coupled current and an anion current
with similar kinetics (Bergles and Jahr, 1997). To examine the
relationship between glutamate flux and GTA , we estimated the
rate of internal L-glu accumulation by determining net flux between the states HGN 2Ti and HN 2Ti as a f unction of time. In
conjunction, GTA was simulated by monitoring Po under the same
conditions. The predictions of the model of GTA (Fig. 9A,B, top)
and net glutamate flux (bottom) versus time are shown in response to 2- and 100-msec-duration pulses of 2 mM L-glu. The
simulation in Figure 9A was performed with external [Na 1] and
internal [K 1] of 140 mM and no Na 1 or L-glu inside. The addition
of physiological concentrations of Na 1 and L-glu (10 mM) to the
inside had a significant effect on the kinetics of the GTA , as shown
earlier, but also slowed the predicted net rate of L-glu accumula-

tion (Fig. 9B). This inhibition of L-glu transport by internal Na 1
was examined in more detail in Figure 9C. Here the net number
of L-glu molecules transported for each transporter was determined for different duration pulses of L-glu by using the same two
sets of ionic conditions as in Figure 9, A and B. Under both
conditions the probability of a molecule being transported increased steeply as a function of pulse duration over the time
range during which the binding of L-glu and the H 1 occurs
(durations . 250 msec). The probability then approached but
remained ,1 for pulse durations briefer than 10 msec (Fig. 9C).
Lengthening L-glu applications beyond 60 msec resulted in the
accumulation of greater than one L-glu molecule per transporter.
This can be understood by considering that, on binding, multiple
cycles of transport can occur during the longer applications, the
number of cycles determined by the steady-state turnover rates in
2 mM L-glu (13.1 and 7.9/sec, respectively, for 0 and 10 mM Na 1
conditions). These maximal turnover rates indicated by the model
are similar to the turnover rate of 14.6/sec suggested for the glial
glutamate transporter EAAT2 (Wadiche et al., 1995b). As is
evident in Figure 9C, the effect of internal Na 1 and L-glu (compare filled circles with open circles) was to lower uniformly the
probability of net transport at all durations. Another approach
toward assessing the efficiency of transport is to determine the
likelihood, given binding, that an L-glu molecule will be transported. This can be estimated by dividing the net transport rate by
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Table 3. Results from dose–response simulations
Conditions

Dose vs Po

Dose vs flux

K 5 3 mM

K 5 3.1 mM

n51

n51

K 5 14 mM

K 5 22 mM

n 5 2.6

n 5 1.8

K 5 4.1 nM

K 5 2.4 nM

n 5 1.3

n51

K 5 27 mM

K 5 25 mM

n 5 1.1

n51

(1) vary [Gluout]
[Na1out] 5 146 mM
[K1in] 5 140 mM
[Na z Gluin] 5 10 mM
(2) vary [Na1out]
[Gluout] 5 30 mM
[K1in] 5 140 mM
[Na z Gluin] 5 0 mM
(3) vary [H1out]
[Gluout] 5 100 mM
[Na1out] 5 146 mM
[K1in] 5 140 mM
[Na z Gluin] 5 10 mM
(4) vary [K1out]
[Gluout] 5 0 mM
[Na1out] 5 80 mM
[K1in] 5 0 mM
[Na z Gluin] 5 10 mM

Dose dependencies for glutamate, Na1, H1, or K1 ions were simulated for steadystate Po or steady-state flux under the indicated conditions. An equation of the form:

R 5 R max z @ ion# n/ ~@ ion# n 1 K n! ,
was fit to simulated [ion] versus response relationships where K and n were allowed
to vary, and Rmax was fixed at the maximal response value. In all conditions pHin was
set at 7.3; in all conditions except (3), pHout was 7.4; and in all except (4), [K1out] was
set at 2.5 mM.

ciency that may be modulated in the physiological range of
internal Na 1 concentrations.

Simulated glutamate and anion flux are proportional
over a wide range of conditions
Figure 8. Simulations of the dose dependence, recovery, and kainate
blockade experiments. A, Results from the model in response to 50 msec
steps into varying doses of L-glu. The conditions are the same as in Figure
4 A. B, Simulations of pairs of 10 msec steps of 2 mM L-glu delivered at
different intervals to monitor the recovery. Conditions are the same as in
Figure 5A. C, To simulate the effects of 10 mM kainate on the overshoot,
we added an additional state to the model shown in Figure 6. This
kainate-bound state was in fast equilibrium with the state N 3To and had
a KD 5 1 mM, with a [kainate]-dependent binding rate of 10 7 M/sec and a
dissociation rate of 10 4/sec. Displayed are superimposed responses to 10
msec pulses of 2 mM L-glu delivered to the model in the continuous
presence (darker line) and in the absence of 10 mM kainate. Conditions
are the same as those in Figure 3A.

the forward flux into the bound-state GN 3To at steady state under
conditions in which there is no net efflux. With no Na 1 or L-glu
inside, the model predicts that 74.6% of the molecules that bind
are transported, whereas with 10 mM Na 1 inside, this efficiency
drops to 51.7%. These calculations suggest that the Purkinje
neuron glutamate transporter operates with a high capture effi-

Under certain conditions the transporter currents resulting from
synaptic release can be recorded in individual glial cells or neurons (Mennerick and Zorumski, 1994; Bergles and Jahr, 1997;
Bergles et al., 1997; Clark and Barbour, 1997; Otis et al., 1997).
One advantage of recording synaptically elicited transporter currents is that, in principle, the measurements offer the possibility of
determining how many glutamate molecules have been transported. These estimates require knowledge of the number of
charges moving across the membrane per transport cycle. For
recombinant transporters this can be measured at steady state by
monitoring the accumulation of radiolabeled L-glu into voltageclamped Xenopus oocytes expressing glutamate transporter
mRNA (Wadiche et al., 1995a,b; Zerangue and Kavanaugh, 1996;
Otis et al., 1997). However, steady-state estimates may be misleading, because synaptic responses result from transient elevations in L-glu concentrations. Depending on the mechanism of
coupling between the GTA and glutamate translocation, the ratio
of charge transfer to L-glu flux may not be constant.
To test whether the present model predicted the same chargeto-flux ratio in pre-steady-state as well as steady-state conditions,
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Figure 9. Simulations of GTA and of the amount of L-glu uptake. A, Simulated GTA (middle set of traces) and net flux of L-glu (bottom set of traces) to
the intracellular compartment in response to a 1- and 100-msec-duration pulse of 2 mM L-glu. The top set of traces indicates the time course of L-glu
presentation. The simulation was performed with no Na 1 or L-glu in the intracellular compartment. B, Similar simulation as in A but with 10 mM
[Na-Gluin]. Note the slowing of the GTA , as in Figures 1 and 7, and the reduced net flux of L-glu. C, The net number of L-glu molecules transported per
transporter as a function of the duration of a 2 mM L-glu pulse. The simulation has been performed for the two different internal solutions (0 [Na-Gluout],
F; 10 mM [Na-Gluout], E) shown in A and B. The cases in which the predicted number of transported molecules is ,1 can be considered as the probability,
per transporter, of net accumulation of an L-glu molecule. Note that both axes are on a logarithmic scale. D, Shown on a log–log scale, the predicted flux
of L-glu (E) and charge (Œ) per transporter as a f unction of the duration of a 2 mM pulse of L-glu. To convert Po to charge flux, we arbitrarily chose a
single channel current of 0.245 fA.

we simulated net L-glu flux and the GTA for a range of durations
of 2 mM L-glu pulses. A single channel current amplitude of 0.245
fA was assigned arbitrarily to both conducting states to yield a
charge-to-flux ratio previously determined for the Purkinje
neuron-specific glutamate transporter EAAT4 (Otis et al., 1997).
The number of L-glu molecules transported by each transporter
(Fig. 9D, open circles) and the number of elementary charges per
cycle (Fig. 9D, filled triangles) are plotted versus the duration of an
L-glu pulse in Figure 9D. It is clear that charge transfer and L-glu
flux are directly proportional over the range of durations between
0.1 msec and 10 sec. In related simulations, charge-to-flux ratios
predicted by the model are also independent of L-glu concentration over the micromolar to millimolar range (data not shown).
Thus, the model supports the proposal that charge transfer
through the glutamate transporter during synaptic signaling can
be used to estimate the number of L-glu molecules transported.

DISCUSSION
In the present study, experimental measurements of the dynamics
of the anion current mediated by the Purkinje neuron transporter
have been used to construct a cyclic kinetic model linking the GTA
to the transport cycle. It is hoped that this model will be useful for
several reasons. First, it may prompt specific experiments aimed
at determining the mechanistic link between the GTA and the
transport cycle. Second, transporter kinetic properties can be
incorporated into more detailed simulations of transmitter diffusion at excitatory synapses on Purkinje neurons. Third, the model
provides justification for a simple method of calibrating the
amount of glutamate uptake occurring at synapses in situ.
As with most models, it is almost certain that more complicated
models also could account for the data. It also should be kept in
mind that some aspects of the model have been determined
arbitrarily. For instance, the binding order of L-glu and the H 1 is
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not known, and in fact it has been suggested that, rather than the
cotransport of a proton, a hydroxyl anion is countertransported
(Billups et al., 1996). We chose to incorporate a proton as the
pH-changing ion on the basis of data demonstrating that transport of L-cysteine, an amino acid with neutral charge at physiological pH, is not accompanied by intracellular acidification (Zerangue and Kavanaugh, 1996). With regard to binding order, the
extremely low concentrations of H 1 made it difficult to simulate
rapid activation of the GTA with a model in which H 1 binds
before L-glu. Controversy also exists regarding the number of
Na 1 ions coupled to the transport cycle. For this reason a similar
model was constructed with two Na 1 binding sites instead of
three (Bouvier et al., 1992). Using a slightly different set of rates,
this model also represented all of the major features of the data
(not shown). It is encouraging, however, that a simple cyclic
model incorporating all ion binding steps is able to simulate
accurately the dynamics of the GTA under different conditions
while also conforming to thermodynamic principles regarding
electrochemical flux.

Implications for the climbing fiber-elicited synaptic
transporter current
Recently, the glutamate transporter EAAT4 was localized at the
electron microscopic level and shown to be present on Purkinje
neuron dendrites surrounding postsynaptic densities (Furuta et
al., 1997; Tanaka et al., 1997a; Dehnes et al., 1998). There is
disagreement regarding the presence of other glutamate transporters: some laboratories report that EAAC1 is also present in
Purkinje neurons (Kanai et al., 1995; Furtura et al., 1997) (but see
Tanaka et al., 1997a). In light of the localization of EAAT4 near
postsynaptic receptors, several kinetic properties of the Purkinje
neuron glutamate transporter model are worth considering. The
binding rate of 1.8 3 10 7 M/sec in this model is very similar to that
suggested for the Purkinje neuron AM PA-type glutamate receptor (1.4 3 10 7 M/sec; Haüsser and Roth, 1997), raising the
possibility that binding to the receptors and transporters could
occur simultaneously (Diamond and Jahr, 1997). However, climbing fiber-elicited transporter currents rise slowly as compared
with the EPSC (2.6 vs 0.3 msec) (Otis et al., 1997), suggesting that
some transporters on the Purkinje neuron are activated either
with a delay or by a lower concentration of L-glu or, most likely,
by some combination of both. Realistic models incorporating
L-glu diff usion and accurate locations, densities, and binding
properties of glutamate receptors and transporters will be required to understand the time course of the synaptic transporter
current in detail.
The turnover time estimated by the model is very similar to
that proposed for the glial transporter EAAT2 (Wadiche et al.,
1995b). This minimal turnover time of ;75 msec is considerably
slower than the range of estimates of L-glu lifetime in synapses
(Clements et al., 1992; Otis et al., 1996). Therefore, multiple
cycles of transport would not be expected to occur in response to
a single climbing fiber input. In a previous study it was estimated
that after release from the climbing fiber terminals ;20% of the
transmitter is transported into the postsynaptic neuron (Otis et
al., 1997). This slow turnover time and the imperfect efficiency
(50 –75%) of the Purkinje neuron transporter may account for
this small fraction despite the “privileged” localization of the
neuronal transporters.
Blocking glutamate transporters at the climbing fiber synapse
slows the EPSC (Barbour et al., 1994). Recently, Takahashi et al.
(1996) have suggested that selective inhibition of postsynaptic
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transporters, as opposed to those in the Bergmann glia (Bergles et
al., 1997; Clark and Barbour, 1997), also slows the EPSC. In this
light, one role for neuronal glutamate transporters localized near
postsynaptic densities could be to limit the crosstalk between
closely spaced active release sites (Takahashi et al., 1995; Otis et
al., 1996) to ensure that each release site is maximally effective.
Given that clearance from the synaptic cleft is much faster than
the transporter cycling rate, it seems that the most effective
mechanism for potentiation of Purkinje neuron glutamate transporter currents (Kataoka et al., 1997) would not be to increase the
turnover rate. Rather, the modulation may involve an increase in
the number of functional transporters after phosphorylation
(Casado et al., 1993) or recruitment of transporters from intracellular compartments similar to that reported for the GABA
transporter (Quick et al., 1997). Interestingly, immunocytochemical data suggest the possibility of a large cytoplasmic pool of
EAAT4 glutamate transporters (Tanaka et al., 1997a; Dehnes et
al., 1998). The high efficiency of transport after binding (probability of 50 –75%, depending on internal Na 1) makes it more
likely that a moderate increase in the number of transporters
would result in an increase in L-glu clearance.
The apparent dependence of the transporter current on the
intracellular Na 1 concentration was similar to that reported by
Barbour et al. (1991). The effects of this Na 1 dependence on
L-glu transport as predicted by the model were striking; maximal
turnover rates dropped by 50% in a physiological range of internal
Na 1 concentration. This high affinity for internal Na 1 relative to
external Na 1 may be a key determinant of the ability of this
transporter to undergo reversed uptake during ischemic insult.
Further study will be required to determine whether this is a
common feature of other glutamate transporters.
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